The low-mass X-ray binary Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) is potentially the most luminous source of continuous gravitational-wave radiation for interferometers such as LIGO and Virgo. For low-mass X-ray binaries this radiation would be sustained by active accretion of matter from its binary companion. With the Advanced Detector Era fast approaching, work is underway to develop an array of robust tools for maximizing the science and detection potential of Sco X-1. We describe the plans and progress of a project designed to compare the numerous independent search algorithms currently available. We employ a mock-data challenge in which the search pipelines are tested for their relative proficiencies in parameter estimation, computational efficiency, robustness, and most importantly, search sensitivity. The mock-data challenge data contains an ensemble of 50 Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) type signals, simulated within a frequency band of 50-1500 Hz. Simulated detector noise was generated assuming the expected best strain sensitivity of Advanced LIGO (750 Hz) depending on the unknown frequency of Sco X-1. With future improvements to the search algorithms and using advanced detector data, our expectations for probing below the theoretical torque-balance strain limit are optimistic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) are one of the most promising sources of continuous gravitational-wave (GW) emission for ground-based GW detectors. This precedence is motivated by the availability of an accretion-driven power source in these systems potentially capable of generating and supporting non-axisymmetric distortions in the Neutron Star (NS) component [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . LMXBs, and specifically sources such as Sco X-1 and Cygnus X-2 [8] are prime targets for GW searches. Since the second LIGO Science Run, numerous searches have been performed for Sco X-1 using varied data analysis strategies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , resulting in non-detections, but with increasing sensitivity. Sco X-1 is identified as the most likely, strongest GW emitter of the currently-known LMXBs due to its relative proximity to Earth and its high accretion rate. The accretion rate is used to infer the possible amplitude * chris.messenger@astro.cf.ac.uk of GWs emitted according to the torque-balance model proposed in [4] . With the forthcoming and unprecedented sensitivity from the advanced GW detectors [14] [15] [16] [17] , our goal is detecting this source or performing more astrophysically constraining non-detections. In the latter case, the analyses would eventually be probing signal amplitudes that are below the current torque-balance limit and hence constraining LMXB accretion models.
The parameters governing the expected phase evolution of a continuous GW signal from Sco X-1 are only partially constrained. The Sco X-1 system is believed to contain a NS, but unlike a subset of other LMXBs [18] [19] [20] [21] , the NS exhibits neither persistent nor intermittent pulsations in any electromagnetic band, and hence the spin frequency of the NS is unknown. This non-pulsating property has consequences for the estimation of the orbital parameters of the system, which are currently constrained through optical observations of the lower-mass companion object [22, 23] . Additionally, there are relatively large uncertainties in the intrinsic spin evolution of the NS since it is constantly under the influence of a high rate of accretion from its companion. Consequently, the vol-ume of the search parameter space is vast and computationally prohibitive for the most sensitive type of approach-the fullycoherent, matched-filter search over a bank of filters.
Other approaches to the detection problem attempt to maximize detection probability with a limited computational cost and are the best strategy for this problem. Numerous such methods have been developed within the GW community over the past decade. Most have been designed with other types of continuous GW sources as targets, but many are also suitable, with appropriate tuning, to the Sco X-1 problem. For this reason, we performed the study presented in this article. The principal objective is to compare and contrast the detection capabilities and parameter estimation properties of the numerous search methods presently available for Sco X-1. A mock-data challenge (MDC) is the best approach to identify commonalities and differences between analysis methods. The MDC includes many Sco X-1-type signals (with parameter values unknown to the partcipants) that are simulated in noise and analyzed by the various search pipelines in parallel. Since this is the first MDC of its kind for Sco X-1, the focus here is on a comparison between pipelines rather than including astrophysically realistic signal amplitudes. We anticipate a future MDC that employs more realistic signal parameters in order to more fully approximate a true search for continuous GWs from Sco X-1.
This article is organized as follows. Section II is a description of the Sco X-1 system, with focus on the possible emission mechanisms and on the state of knowledge of those parameters that influence the form of a continuous GW signal. In Section III brief descriptions and relevant references to the search pipelines that have participated in the MDC are given. Section IV contains a qualitative comparison of the search pipelines and the design and implementation of the MDC itself is presented in Section V. The results from each search pipeline are reported in Section VI and the manuscript concludes with Section VII containing a discussion of our findings and plans for future pipelines, pipeline improvements and a more realistic future MDCs.
II. SCORPIUS X-1
Sco X-1 is a binary system with an orbital period of approximately 18.9 h, likely consisting of a ∼1.4M NS that accretes mass from a 0.42M companion [22] . With a long-term average X-ray flux of 3.9 × 10 −10 W m −2 [24] , it is the brightest continuous extrasolar X-ray source on the sky, indicating a comparatively high accretion rate.
It has been proposed [5] that in a stable, X-ray luminous NS binary system like Sco X-1, the angular momentum transferred from the low-mass companion to the NS and the energy loss due to gravitational radiation are in equilibrium. Since the former can be deduced from the X-ray flux, torque-balance leads to a GW strain amplitude as a function of the spin frequency ν s for Sco X-1 of [5, 23] 
It is possible that the system could temporarily be in a state where accretion torque exceeds the GW torque while maintaining the long term torque balance on average. This could result in a temporary increase in the strength of GW emission [25] . Considering the long term average, if the spin frequency is between 25 Hz and 750 Hz, the torque-balance strain is between 2.2 × 10 . There is significant astrophysical uncertainty in the torquebalance limit. Its derivation assumes accretion of mass at the radius of the neutron star, but the effective accretion radius for angular momentum transfer may be closer to the Alfvén radius, leading to a higher strain limit. On the other hand, its derivation also assumes negligible angular momentum loss from the star other than from GW emission and hence may be too high.
In a GW interferometer, this strain would be recorded (circular-orbit approximation) as h(t):
cos[Φ(t)]
Φ(t) = Φ 0 + 2π f 0 (t bin − t ref ) + δΦ spin-wander (2b) t bin = t − d(t) − (a sin i) sin[2π(t − T asc )/P] .
where h 0 is strain in the solar system barycenter, F + and F × are detector antenna patterns for plus-and cross-polarizations, t is time the signal is received at the detector, α and δ are respectively right ascension and declination, ψ is polarization angle, ι is the inclination angle of the neutron star with respect to the line of sight, f 0 is the intrinsic signal frequency, Φ 0 is the GW phase at reference time t ref , d(t) and a sin i are the projections respectively of the detector's separation relative to the solar system barycentre and the orbital semimajor axis onto the line of sight (where i is the inclination angle of the LMXB orbit with respect to the line of sight), both measured in units of time, P is the orbital period, T asc is the time of the orbital ascending node, and δΦ spin-wander is a unknown quantity accounting for spin-wandering induced by the shortterm variation in accreted mass from the companion star.
A. The parameter space
Sco X-1 has been studied widely due to its prominence in the LMXB population. It is relatively nearby, at a distance (estimated from radio parallax measurements) of 2.8 ± 0.3 kpc [26] . Thanks in part to the relatively low extinction, the optical counterpart, V818 Sco, is also unusually bright for a LMXB (V ≈ 12.5; [27] ).
The parameters that completely describe the binary system (for the purposes of the gravitational wave searches) are the orbital period P; reference phase T asc (the ascending node, i.e. the time at which the compact object crosses the plane tangent to the sky, moving away from the observer); and the projected semi-major axis a sin i, where i is the angle of the orbit's axis relative to our line of sight (Table I ). In addition, it may be necessary to consider the limits on the system eccentricity e, (e.g. [23, 28] ), may require more than one template to span the parameter uncertainty interval.
The most precise orbital parameter measurements have been made from analysis of the Bowen blend emission lines around 4640 Å in the optical spectrum, arising from N iii and C iii [22] . These emission lines are known to arise from the heated side of the companion facing the neutron star, and so by repeat measurements of their radial velocity, the orbital period and phase can be measured. The most recent effort combined two epochs of radial velocity measurements over a 12-yr baseline, to obtain an orbital period of P = 0.7873114 ± 0.0000005 d and a time of inferior conjunction of the companion of T 0 = 2454635.3683 ± 0.0012 HJD [23] .
Because these measurements track the companion (rather than the neutron star that is the source of the GW emission) the reference epoch must be shifted by for the purposes of GW searches. To convert from T 0 (when the companion is closest to the observer) to T asc (when the compact object crosses the plane of the sky moving away from the observer, one must take T asc = T 0 − P/4 = 2454635.1715 ± 0.0012 HJD. Furthermore, because the reference phase is defined at a particular epoch (depending upon the span of data used in the radial velocity fits), the effective uncertainty in T asc increases towards earlier and later times, and this increase must be taken into account for future GW searches. This effect was quantified by [23] , including the effects of additional observational efforts.
The projected semi-major axis of the neutron star orbit a sin i is the most challenging to measure. It can be obtained in principle from the velocity amplitude of the Bowen emission region on the face of the companion, but this requires a correction first to the companion's center of mass, and then to the neutron star, which requires constraints on the companion radius as well as the mass ratio of the binary components. This parameter is estimated instead from the symmetric component of the Doppler tomogram of the broad emission lines in the system as 1.44 ± 0.18 lt-s (derived from a velocity amplitude of K 1 = 40 ± 5 km s −1 ) [22] . However, the Doppler tomogram derived from the subsequent epoch of optical spectroscopy analyzed by [23] , exhibited significantly different morphology, such that it was not possible to (for example) combine the two datasets to improve the precision of the a sin i estimate.
While further incremental improvements on P and T asc can be achieved relatively easily with additional optical spectroscopic measurements, improving the estimate of a sin i will likely require a deeper understanding of how the emission line morphology in the system evolves in response to secular variations.
In contrast to the binary system parameters, the spin frequency of the neutron star is unknown. No persistent or intermittent X-ray pulsations have been detected from Sco X-1. While the accreting source is thought to be a neutron star, no thermonuclear ("type-I") bursts have ever been detected from the source, and hence no "burst oscillations" have been observed. Non-detections for X-ray pulsations have been reported for searches up to frequencies of 256 Hz, using data obtained with the European X-ray Observatory Satellite (EX-OSAT; [29] ), and up to 512 Hz using observations by Ginga [24] Note that the time of ascension (T asc ) refers to the neutron star, and is calculated as T 0 − P/4, where T 0 is the epoch of inferior conjunction of the companion from [23] . The radial velocity data from this paper were also the source of the eccentricity limit, which was calculated by the authors.
[ [30] [31] [32] . A much larger set (approximately 1.3 Ms) of hightime resolution (down to 1 µs) data is available from the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE; [33] ) mission (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) .
While unsuccessful searches of these data have almost certainly taken place (due to both the prominence of Sco X-1 among the LMXB population, and the high priority for pulsation searches for this mission) no limits have been reported. Analysis of these data are hampered by the high count-rate of the source, which necessitates non-standard data modes, as well as introducing substantial effects from instrumental "dead-time". The likely frequency range for the spin period has been estimated based on the separation of a pair of high-frequency quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs), measured in the range 240-310 Hz [34] [35] [36] . In sources that exhibit pulsations or burst oscillations in addition to pairs of kHz QPOs, the QPO frequency separation is roughly equal to the spin frequency (or half that value).
Accreting neutron stars exhibit "spin wandering" (gradual changes in spin frequency; e.g. [39, 40] ), attributed primarily to variations in the accretion rate. The accretion rate in turn varies on timescales of minutes to decades, with most notably, transient sources exhibiting outbursts during which the accretion rate increases by several orders of magnitude compared to the quiescent level [41] . As a result, GW searches for LMXB systems are necessarily limited to a coherence time equal to the maximum timescale over which the spin evolution can be well modelled.
Although observations of the radio jets from Sco X-1 can be used under model-dependent assumptions to constrain the orientation of the neutron star spin axis [38] , here we assume no a priori knowledge of the axis direction.
III. CURRENT AND FUTURE METHODS
In this section we give an overview of the current search algorithms (or pipelines) available for searches targeting Sco X-1. For additional technical details we either refer the reader to the corresponding methodological papers for each algorithm, where possible, or to a corresponding Appendix. In the following sections, we describe six algorithms: four which were used in our original comparison study, one for which the analysis infrastructure was completed after the initial deadline and run in self-blinded mode on the same data set in the subsequent months as described in Table V , and one that has been proposed for future analyses.
A. Polynomial Search
The Polynomial Search [42] is a generic all-sky method for finding GWs from continuously emitting sources, such as NSs in binary systems, in GW interferometric data. It is based on the assumption that the phase of an expected signal due to these sources in a ground-based GW detector can be approximated by a third-order polynomial in time during short stretches of time. If the binary orbit is the dominant source of Doppler modulation in the signal, this holds for periods up to one quarter of the binary period.
For each input short Fourier transform (SFT), the algorithm generates a set of templates of signals with a phase Φ t (t) that evolves as a polynomial in time.
The range for the polynomial coefficients f 0 , c 1 and c 2 are chosen prior to analysis based on the properties of expected signals. The initial phase is matched implicitly by allowing for an offset in time between data and template. The correlation of each template with the data segment is calculated as a function of offset time by multiplication in the frequency domain. The offset time that yields the largest correlation value is then recorded. The probability that one or more templates yield a correlation exceeding a thresold value C t due to noise is
where σ is the square root of the average power contained in an SFT frequency bin and N e is the effective number of templates. While the number of templates N is known exactly, there is some degree of overlap between successive templates and N e corrects for this overlap. It can be determined by fitting the measured false alarm rate versus correlation threshold C t on the analysis results of a data set that contains only noise. When analyzing N SFTs with pure noise, the probability p(n) that n or more SFTs have one or more templates with a correlation exceeding the threshold is governed by a cumulative binomial distribution with a per-trial probability given by equation (4) . This is the single-trial test statistic for detection. In order to test against a chosen false alarm probability threshold, the threshold is divided by the number of frequency bins to correct for the multiple comparisons problem [43, 44] .
The Polynomial Search is an all-sky search and it does not benefit from detailed knowledge of the source that only influences the phase or the amplitude of the signal, however orbital parameters put a constraint on the time derivatives of the frequency in the data and the orbital period of Sco X-1 can be exploited by using longer SFTs than would be feasible for an all-sky search, increasing the coherence time and therefore also the sensitivity.
B. Radiometer
The Radiometer analysis [9, 11, 45] cross-correlates data from pairs of detectors to detect GW point sources with minimal assumptions about the signal, and uses an estimator given byŶ
with variance
Here, δ T ( f − f ) is the finite-time approximation to the Dirac delta function,s 1 ands 2 are Fourier transforms of time-series strain data for each detector in the pair, T is the detector pair live-time, and P 1 and P 2 are one-sided strain power spectral densities for each detector. The cross-correlation is performed with an optimal filter function,Q( f ), which weights time and frequency bins based on their sensitivity. The filter depends upon the modeled strain power spectrum and is normalized by the strain noise power spectra of the detector pairs. Also included in the filter is a phase factor which takes into account the time delay between the two detector sites. The detection statistic, the Radiometer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) known as the 'Y-statistic', is calculated using a weighted average of data from many segments and multiple detector pairs:
with total variance
where l sums over time segments and/or detector pairs for the variables defined in (5) and (6) . It is expected to be normally distributed from the central limit theorem, and indeed this is born out empirically [9, 11] . The Radiometer Y-statistic is the optimal maximum likelihood estimator for a cross-correlation search [45] . In practice, the Radiometer method has also been shown to yield robust results in the presence of realistic (non-Gaussian) noise [9, 11] . The Radiometer search does not use a matched filter; so there are no assumptions about time evolution, except that the signal frequency remains within the 0.25 Hz frequency bin searched (0.25 Hz frequency bins were chosen based on the convention of other applications of the Radiometer algorithm and are not optimized for the Sco X-1 analysis). By not employing a matched filter, the Radiometer loses the sensitivity possible from using prior knowledge about the waveform. For the same reason, however, it is sensitive to arbitrary signal models (within the observing band), and is therefore robust.
C. Sideband search
The "Sideband" search [46, 47] is based on an approach used in the detection of radio pulsars and low-mass X-ray binaries emitting Electromagnetic (EM) radiation [48] . It uses the fact that the power in a continuously emitted signal from a source in a binary system, when observed over many orbits, becomes distributed among a finite number of frequencymodulated sidebands. These sidebands have the property that there is always a fixed number of sidebands for a given source. This number is dependent only upon the intrinsic emission frequency and the orbital radius. The frequency separation of the sidebands is the inverse of the orbital period, and the phasing relation between sidebands is a function of the orbital phase. The power spectrum of a timeseries containing such a signal will therefore be independent of the orbital phase. For a source of known orbital period and reasonably well constrained orbital radius (e.g. Sco X-1) the characteristic "comb"-like structure is well-defined and the data analysis task becomes one of locating this frequency domain structure.
In this case it is computationally efficient to construct a template in the frequency domain that closely matches the main features of this structure i.e. the width of the comb and the separation of the teeth. This template is then convolved with the F -statistic [49] yielding a frequency series that contains the summed power from all sidebands as a function of central intrinsic emission frequency. The F -statistic is used instead of the power spectrum due to the quadrupole emission of GWs coupled with the time-varying detector response. This is computed as a function of frequency and for the known fixed sky position allowing the effects of the motion of the detector relative to the source to be removed from the data. The convolution of the template with the F -statistic, known as the C-statistic, is given by
where 2F is the F -statistic and T is the comb template. Although this statistic is the incoherent sum of power from many sidebands, and is hence less sensitive than a fully coherent search, it does have the following qualities. It is very efficient to compute since its only search dimension is frequency and therefore only requires the computation of a fixed set of Fourier transforms. Also, unlike other semi-coherent search algorithms, its sensitivity does not scale with the fourth-root of the observation time. Its incoherent summation occurs in the frequency domain and its sensitivity is therefore proportional to the fourth-root of the number of sidebands. It maintains a square-root sensitivity relation to the observation time.
D. TwoSpect
The TwoSpect method [50] relies on computing a sequence of power spectra whose coherence length is short enough so that a putative signal would remain in a single frequency bin during a single spectrum. Thus the coherence length is typically no longer than 1800 seconds; for the Scorpius X-1 search, it is either 360 or 840 seconds, depending on search frequency. For comparison, the sampling frequency of raw data is typically 16384 Hz, and observation runs are millions of seconds long. After the sequence of power spectra are corrected for the Doppler shift caused by Earth's motion, a periodogram is created. For each frequency bin in the periodogram, we compute a second Fourier Transform, for which the integrated variable is the time of each power spectrum. When a continuous GW signal is present in the data, the second power spectra will contain excess power at frequencies corresponding to the GW signal frequency in the first spectra computed, and also the inverse of the binary orbital period in the second power spectrum. The name TwoSpect is given to this algorithm because two successive Fourier transforms are computed.
Gravitational wave detector data are analyzed by creating templates that mimic the putative signal pattern. A detection statistic, R, is computed by a weighted sum of M pixel powers in the second Fourier transform Z i , subtracting estimated noise λ i , where the weights w i are determined by the template values for M pixels:
To create a template for a circular orbit binary system, the putative GW signal frequency, binary orbital period, and amplitude of the frequency modulation are given. Orbital phase is an unimportant parameter due to the nature of the analysis: computing successive power spectra from the SFTs and then, importantly, the second second Fourier transforms remove dependence on orbital phase. Although the original design of TwoSpect was an all-sky search method [12, 50] , it can also be used as a directed search algorithm. By design, it is robust against phase jumps of the signal between successive power spectra, and TwoSpect is unaffected by spin wandering of sources because of the semicoherent nature of the method and because of the short coherence time of the first Fourier transform. The choice of the coherence length of the first series of power spectra is given by the putative amplitude and period of the frequency modulation caused by the motion of the source. With these features, the TwoSpect method is a computationally efficient and robust algorithm capable of analyzing long stretches of gravitational wave data and detecting continuous GW signals from NSs in binary systems.
Running TwoSpect as a directed search algorithm involves calculating the R-detection statistic in the parameter space that might contain the GW signal (the incoherent harmonic sum stage of TwoSpect, used for the all-sky search, was bypassed entirely). The orbital period of Sco X-1 is sufficiently wellknown to restrict the search to the two dimensions of putative signal frequency and frequency modulation. The grid spacing, inversely proportional to spectrum coherence time, was chosen to allow a mismatch of no more than 0.2 in the detection statistic. Mismatch, in this context, means the relative loss in the the detection statistic, R, where the spacing was informed by studies in the TwoSpect methods paper [50] .
E. Cross-Correlation
The cross-correlation method [51] [52] [53] , henceforth referred to as the CrossCorr method, is a modification of the directed stochastic-background search described in Section III B. By using the signal model, it is able to coherently combine not just data taken by different detectors at the same time, but also data taken at different times, by the same or different detectors. Since this signal model depends on parameters such as frequency and binary orbital parameters, the search must be repeated over a grid of points in parameter space. In order to control computational costs associated with parameter space resolution, the method limits the time offset between pairs of data segments included in the construction of the statistic, allowing a tradeoff between computation time and sensitivity.
The data from each detector are divided into segments of length T sft , which are then Fourier transformed. The index K is used to label an SFT (so that it encodes both the time of the data segment and the detector from which it's taken). We construct a statistic
using the product of data from SFTs K and L, where KL (or LK) is in a list of allowed pairs P, defined by K L and |T K − T L | ≤ T max , i.e., the timestamps of the two different data segments should differ by no more than some specified lag time. The weighting factor W KL is determined by the expected signal and noise contributions to the cross-correlation, and the frequency bin or bins used to create the normalized data value z K out of SFT K is determined by the Dopplershifted signal frequency associated with the modelled signal parameters. The linear combination of cross-correlation terms is normalized so that Var(ρ) = 1, and weighted to maximize E[ρ] in the presence of the modelled signal. With this choice of weighting, the expected statistic value for a given h 0 scales like
where h eff 0 is the combination of h 0 and cos ι defined in (19), S K is constructed from the noise power spectrum and Γ ave KL from the antenna patterns for detectors K and L at the appropriate times. The search can be made more sensitive by increasing T max , but at the cost of additional computing cost, as detailed in Section IV C. We now describe a method which has not yet been implemented or run on the MDC data, but holds promise for the future. The distributed computing project Einstein@Home [54, 55] was originally designed to undertake the highly computational task of searching for unknown isolated continuous GW sources. This involves a wide frequency band, all-sky search using computing power volunteered by participants across the globe. In recent years this power has been shared between algorithmically similar searches of radio data from the Arecibo and Parkes radio telescopes [56] [57] [58] and gamma-ray data from the the Fermi telescope. [59] The GW search uses an algorithm that coherently computes a maximum likelihood statistic over a finite length of data on a bank of signal templates. This statistic is known as the F -statistic [49, 60] which is then incoherently summed (or stacked) over segments in such a way as to track a potential signal between segments [61] [62] [63] . The computational cost of this search is primarily controlled via the ratio of the coherence length to total data length. This is tuned to return approximate optimal sensitivity for the fixed and large computational power available from the Einstein@Home project.
Currently under development is a fixed-sky-location, binary-source version of this search algorithm. In this case the binary parameter space replaces that of the sky. A recent feasibility study [28] investigated the potential sensitivity to Sco X-1.
IV. COMPARISON OF METHODS
In this section, we discuss the general properties of the five algorithms taking part in the MDC in terms of i) their dependence on the parameter space, ii) their intrinsic parameter estimation ability, and iii) their computational cost.
A. Parameter space dependence
Each algorithm's performance in relation to computational cost, search sensitivity and how the search is setup, depends on the Sco X-1 parameter space. Both the Polynomial and the Radiometer searches have the least parameter space dependence while the Sideband search has the most. The TwoSpect and CrossCorr searches fall between these extremes.
Since the Polynomial search does not explicitly model any of the source orbital parameters, changes in the parameter space boundaries only have indirect effects. For effective detection, the template parameters need to approximate the time derivatives of the phase of the signal as received by the detector. The contributions due to the binary orbit to these derivatives are proportional to the a sin i and inversely proportional to P 2 and P 3 for the first and second derivative of frequency with respect to time, respectively. Additionally, both derivatives scale with f 0 . Therefore, the boundaries of the c 1 and c 2 template parameters need to be set to reflect the range of values of P and a sin i compatible with measurements.
As long as the data contains at least one full binary period, the time of ascension should not affect the Polynomial search's sensitivity.
Like the Polynomial search, the Radiometer search does not explicitly model and is largely insensitive to the orbital parameters. It operates under the assumption that the instantaneous received frequency of the signal resides within a single 0.25 Hz bin for the duration of the observation. The total expected variation of the instantaneous frequency is proportional to the product of the intrinsic frequency, the orbital semi-major axis and the orbital angular frequency. However, the intrinsic frequency is uncertain over a large range and hence at values in excess of ∼1 kHz it is increasingly likely that the assumption that the signal is restricted to a single bin is invalidated. The corresponding effects on sensitivity (and the related conversion factors for h 0 estimates and their uncertainties) are discussed in Appendix B. The current version of the search also assumes that the signal is circularly polarized. This assumption does not make the search insensitive to other polarizations, however it does affect resulting estimates of the signal amplitude h 0 . To account for the assumption on polarization an average conversion factor can be applied to h 0 estimates and the associated uncertainties (see Appendix B). If information on the polarization were available, this would change the conversion factor and reduce the associated uncertainty.
The Sideband search in its current form is heavily restricted to the analysis of signals with well-known orbital periods and sky positions. The orbital period defines the spacing between the frequency-domain template "teeth" and knowledge of the sky location allows the coherent demodulation of the detector motion with respect to the source binary barycenter. The search is as sensitive to the source sky location as a fully coherent search. For a 1-year-long observation of a source with frequency 1 kHz, the sky position must be known to a precision of ∼0.1 arcsec. In reality, spin wandering limits observation times for Sideband searches of Sco X-1 to ∼10 days [13] , which significantly relaxes the restriction on the sky position. The fractional orbital period uncertainty must be
for a 10 day observation of Sco X-1. The orbital semi-major axis determines the width of the frequency domain template which needs to be known to ∼10% precision. Post-processing techniques allow using any level of prior knowledge of the NS orientation parameters to be folded into our parameter estimation. The search is completely insensitive to knowledge of the orbital phase of the source, but is extremely sensitive to spinwandering since the intrinsic frequency resolution is ≈1/T where T is the total observation time.
The TwoSpect search is sensitive to projected semi-major axis and orbital period, but is insensitive to initial orbital phase. The two Fourier transforms in TwoSpect preserve only power information at present, ignoring orbital phase. Orbital period can be explored, with a template spacing [50] of ∆P P 2 0 /(α TS T obs ) for an allowed detection statistic mismatch of 0.2 in the templates; the empirical value α TS = 2.7(T sft /1800) + 1.8 is derived from simulations. Taking Sco X-1's estimated period as P 0 and a 1-year-long data set of 360-or 840-s SFTs yields template spacing of 50 to 65 s, much greater than the uncertainty in Sco X-1's orbital period. For this reason, TwoSpect does not attempt to infer orbital period in this MDC. Similar to the Radiometer search, the TwoSpect search is optimized for a circularly polarized signal. The search is nonetheless sensitive to arbitary polarizations and the details of the corresponding h 0 sensitivity dependence are detailed in Section III D. As is the case for the Sideband search, TwoSpect post-processing of search results can be optimized by the inclusion of prior information on NS orientation parameters. In this MDC, however, we assume no prior information on orientation or polarization.
The CrossCorr search is a template-based method, in that the weights and particularly the phases with which crosscorrelation terms are combined depend on the assumed signal parameters. The search is sensitive to frequency, projected semi-major axis and time of ascension, and requires a search over a grid of points in this three-dimensional parameter space, laid out according to the metric constructed in [53] . The same is in principle true for orbital period, but the prior constraints on this parameter for the MDC were tight enough that the search could be performed with the a priori most likely value. The response of the search is insensitive to initial GW phase and only weakly sensitive to polarization angle. It is sensitive to both the intrinsic amplitude h 0 and the inclination angle ι between the neutron star spin and the line of sight; the amplitude weighting Γ ave KL selects the part of the wave which is robust in ι and therefore the quantity to which the search is sensitive is h eff 0 defined in (19) . This choice of weighting produces an unknown systematic offset in the other parameters, and was the limiting error on frequency estimates in the MDC.
B. Parameter estimation
Each pipeline can reveal information about the physical parameters of Sco X-1 in the event of a detection or a null result. In the latter case, in principle, constraints can be placed on the amplitude, source orientation and polarisation parameters, however in practice this is limited to upper limits on the amplitude only. All of the searches in this comparison are insensitive to initial GW phase. Other parameters can nevertheless, in principle, be estimated, including GW strain amplitude h 0 , neutron star inclination angle ι and projected orientation angle ψ, GW radiation frequency f , projected orbital semi-major axis a sin i, time of ascension T asc , and orbital period P. This MDC has assumed the orbit of Sco X-1 to be circular, but a non-zero eccentricity would also add two dimensions to the parameter space: the eccentricity itself and the argument of periapse.
The Polynomial search models templates with a frequency and frequency time-derivatives over short data segments. The intrinsic GW frequency of a source in a binary system can be estimated from the average frequency of templates that correlate relatively strongly with data. For a template to contribute towards the estimate it must satisfy two conditions. First, the frequency of the template must be in the bin in which the sig-nal was detected. Second, the correlation must exceed the threshold value that corresponds to a 10% per-SFT false alarm rate. The standard deviation of the template frequencies is representative of the uncertainty in the intrinsic frequency estimation. The orbital period can potentially be extracted similarly from the times of sequential zero points in the second derivatives of the frequency with respect to time, but this is currently not implemented in the search pipeline.
Currently, the Radiometer search can be sensitive either to sky location or tuned for a narrowband search, as for Sco X-1 (though work is in progress on an all-sky narrowband search).It is not, at present, sensitive to orbital semimajor axis, orbital period or time of ascension and hence these parameters are not estimated. The Y-statistic (defined in (5)) in each frequency bin (0.25 Hz in width) can be converted to a strain h 0 . This is done via a normalization from root-meansquared strain and the application of a correction for the assumption of circular polarization. Strain is reported for the loudest frequency bin and hence, in the event of detection, the intrinsic GW frequency is estimated with an uncertainty of 0.25 Hz and the amplitude h 0 is returned. For non-detection, upper-limits on h 0 are reported based on the loudest event in the total search band.
The Sideband search estimates a detection statistic at each frequency bin of width 5 × 10
Hz (the inverse of twice the observation span). However, signals trigger multiple nonsequential but equally spaced frequency bins. Consequently, signal frequency estimation ability is conservatively reduced by ∼4 orders of magnitude. At present, a sin i is not estimated from the search, but estimates can be derived by follow-up analyses that vary the width of the comb template. Such a procedure could also be enhanced by exchanging the flat comb template for a more accurate version. The orbital period is assumed to be known and the time of ascension is analytically maximized over in the construction of the Sideband statistic and hence neither are estimated. Future algorithm developments may allow time of ascension to be determined. In the event of a detection the corresponding statistic is processed to yield an estimate of the signal amplitude h 0 . In the event of a null result the loudest statistic is used to compute an upperlimit on the amplitude.
The TwoSpect search, in its directed search mode with fixed sky location, tests templates with a model of f , a sin i, and P. The orbital period is fixed for the Sco X-1 search since its uncertainty is small. TwoSpect is insensitive to the time of ascension. Signal parameters are estimated from a detection based on the most extreme single-template p-value from any one interferometer. Here, single-template p-value is the probability of the TwoSpect detection statistic, R, being as large or greater if the given template is applied to Gaussian noise. This p-value is not corrected for correlations or trials factors, so it does not directly correspond to an overall false alarm probability of detection, but it is locally useful for ascertaining the best-matching template. The amplitude h 0 is proportional to the fourth-root of the R statistic (see (10) ) and estimates and upper-limits of h 0 are determined as described a forthcoming methods paper [64] . Uncertainty on the estimate of h 0 is largely due to the unknown value of the NS inclination angle ι. Uncertainties in estimates of f and a sin i are empirically derived from signal injections and are on the scale of the template grid except for marginally-detected pulsars. More precisely, since the estimates are the f and a sin i values of the highest-statistic template, there true f and a sin i are somewhere between that template and its neighbors, approaching a uniform distribution for fine grid-spacing. If a signal is an extremely marginal detection, it is possible for noise to change which template has the highest statistic, adding further uncertainty. For most detected pulsars, however, the uncertainty is dominated by the spacing between neighboring templates, a grid scale of 1/(2T sft ) in f and 1/(4T sft ) in a sin i. This scale is set by prior simulations [50] .
The CrossCorr search is performed over a grid of templates in f , a sin i and T asc , whose spacing is determined by the metric given in [53] , and in particular becomes finer in each direction if the maximum allowed time separation T max between pairs of SFTs is increased. As described in Section V A 5, parameter estimates can be obtained that are more accurate than the spacing of the final parameter grid by fitting a quadratic function to the highest statistic values and reporting the peak of that function. The errors in estimating these parameters come from three sources: a systematic offset depending on the unknown value of the inclination angle ι, a standard statistical uncertainty due to the noise realization, and a residual error associated with the interpolation procedure.
C. Computational Cost
The volume of the Sco X-1 signal parameter space makes a fully coherent search intractable and has motivated the development of the algorithms described in this paper. In designing these algorithms compromises between computation time and sensitivity have been made in order to maximize detection probability with realistic computational resources. The main component of the Sideband search involves the convolution of the data with a template in the frequency domain and consequently scales as ∼T log T where T is the observation time.
As the spin frequency of Sco X-1 is currently unknown, the frequency bandwidth is a substantial factor in the search cost for most methods. The cost of the Sideband and Polynomial searches scales linearly with the size of the GW frequency search band. For TwoSpect the number of templates grows in proportion to the search frequency f and hence the total number of templates N template , and also therefore computational cost, scales with the maximum search frequency f max squared, for wide band searches starting at f min . To be precise, let one the duration on a short Fourier transform containing the data be T sft (sometimes denoted T coh , because for TwoSpect this is the coherence length.) Let also the analysis be split into subsections, each analyzing a frequency band of f bw , typically much less than ( f max − f min ). The astrophysical period is P and the uncertainty in the projected semimajor axis is a sin i. Then the number of templates is precisely [64] ,
for a template grid spacing of 1/(2T sft ) in f and 1/(4T sft ) in a sin i along with a search to ±3σ in a sin i. An empirical estimate of 3 central processing unit (CPU)-seconds per template holds on modern CPU cores at the time of the MDC. For CrossCorr the situation is more extreme, as the density of templates in each orbital direction (a sin i and T asc ) grows proportional to the frequency, so the number of templates scales with the cube of the maximum search frequency. However, this can be mitigated somewhat by reducing the coherence time T max as a function of frequency, since the density of templates in each of the three parameter space directions also scales approximately as T max . Overall, the computing cost of the CrossCorr method scales approximately as the number of templates times the number of SFT pairs. For a search of N det detectors each with observing time T obs , carried out using SFTs of duration T sft and maximum lag time T max , the number of SFT pairs is
The SFT duration T sft is limited by the potential loss of SNR due to unmodelled phase acceleration during the SFT, and must also be reduced with increasing frequency. (Note that the coherence time of the search is T coh = T max and not T sft , so the question of SFT length is one of computational cost and not of sensitivity.) The Radiometer search is limited primarily by data throughput, which renders the frequency bandwidth irrelevant to computational performance. Reductions in the uncertainties on orbital parameters will not impact the Radiometer search. For the Sideband search, refined measurements of the semi-major axis or time of ascension could motivate algorithmic changes but would not affect computational cost. The Polynomial and TwoSpect search costs would decrease in proportion to improvements in semi-major axis estimates.
The Sideband method is limited in observation length by the possibility of spin wandering within the Sco X-1 and other LMXB systems. For Sco X-1 the current observation limit is 10 days resulting in an analysis time of ∼1500 CPU hours on a modern processor 1 for a full search. It is possible that the 1 Comparable in performance to an Intel Xeon 3220 processor Sideband search could play a role as a fast and relatively lowlatency first-look algorithm used to scan the data as it is generated. The other search methods are not thought to be limited by possible spin wandering in LMXB systems due to their higher tolerance to small frequency variations. Hence, observation times of O(yrs) are feasible. For the TwoSpect search the corresponding computational cost for a complete analysis is estimated as between 5 × 10 4 -5 × 10 5 CPU hours. The computational cost of a CrossCorr search depends on the coherence times used at different frequencies, but scaling up the cost of the analysis described in this paper to a 1500 Hz bandwidth gives an estimated computing cost of ∼ 3 × 10 6 CPU hours.Analysis of a full year of data for the Polynomial search would require ∼10 8 CPU hours, rendering analysis of part of the data the most viable option. The Radiometer pipeline is by far the computationally cheapest method that is able to use all available data. It would require ∼600 CPU-hours to search over all combinations of detectors in a 3-detector network 2 .
V. MOCK DATA CHALLENGE
We have chosen an MDC as our primary tool for evaluating the qualities of the different search methodologies. The aims of the MDC are to simulate multiple realizations of Sco X-1-type signals under psuedo-realistic conditions such that pipelines can be compared empirically using both individual signals and signal populations. The properties of the detector noise, signal parameter distributions, and scope of the MDC (described below) are chosen based on a balance between the current development level of the search and simulation algorithms, the computational cost of this analysis, and the expected sensitivities of the search algorithms.
The MDC is characterized by the observational parameters and data output of the simulated detectors, the injection parameters of the simulated signals, and the information provided to the participating pipelines of the MDC. The MDC data and simulated signals are created using the program lalapps Makefakedata v5 of the LIGO Analysis Library software package for GW data analysis [65] . The properties of the data are described in Table II. For this MDC, 100 simulated Sco X-1-type signals were added to the data, 50 of which were considered as "open" signals and 50 as "closed". The simulated detector noise was chosen to be Gaussian with no frequency dependence and characterised by a noise spectral density broadly equivelent to the advanced detector design sensitivities [14] [15] [16] [17] . The parameters of the open signals were made available to the challenge participants making these signals ideal for pipeline tuning and validation. Detection and parameter estimation of the closed signals constitute the goals of the MDC. A list of the closed-signal parameters are listed in Table III . All signals had the following properties: Selected from Gaussian distributions using values given in Table I  Frequency parameters Distributed psuedo-randomly in the range 50-1500 Hz a The MDC contains gaps in the time-series consistent with the duty factor observed in the initial LIGO S5 science runs. The actual timestamps files from these analyses are time shifted and used in the generation of the MDC data. b This is equivalent to the design sensitivity of the proposed advanced detectors in the frequency range ∼ 100-500 Hz.
• Sky location: Fixed equal to the best-known value for Sco X-1 (see Section II A).
• Intrinsic frequency f 0 : Each signal has an intrinsic frequency value that is contained within a unique 5-Hz band, selected pseudo-randomly in the frequency range of 50-1500 Hz. There is a small bias towards lower frequencies in order to reduce the computational cost of the challenge 3 . There is a minimum 5-Hz spacing between the boundaries of each 5-Hz band containing a simulated signal. The intrinsic frequency is monochromatic and randomly chosen from a uniform distribution. There are no accretion induced spin-wandering effects of the GW frequency.
• NS orientation cos ι, GW polarization angle ψ, and initial NS rotation phase φ 0 : randomly chosen from uniform distributions with cos ι∈(−1, 1) and ψ, φ 0 ∈(0, 2π) rad.
• Orbital parameters P, T asc , a sin i: The values are randomly chosen from known Gaussian distributions with means and variances equal to the values given in Table I 4 . The time of orbital ascension was shifted to an epoch close to the mid-point of the simulated observation and hence the MDC value was 1245967384 ± 250 GPS seconds. The larger uncertainty on T asc is consistent with additional components due to the orbital period uncertainty and the time span between the most recent Sco X-1 orbital measurements and the proposed MDC observing epoch. The orbit is assumed to be circular (eccentricity e = 0).
• GW strain amplitude h 0 : For a given signal with preselected cos ι and ψ, a value of h 0 is chosen to be consistent with the 3-detector multi-IFO optimal SNR having been drawn from a log-normal distribution with parameters µ = log 200, σ = 0.7. The optimal SNR= (h|h), where h is the signal (multi-IFO) timeseries and (x|y) is the usual scalar product (see [60] for a derivation). These parameters define the mean and standard deviation of the SNR natural logarithm. The distribution of SNRs is shown in Figure 1 . The SNR distribution parameters were originally selected in order to satisfy the requirement that the weakest searches would detect O(5) signals and that the strongest would fail to detect approximately the same fraction. Tuning was performed prior to the MDC to establish the distribution parameters based on the original 4 pipelines only (excluding CrossCorr).
The participants of the challenge were given the following additional information to guide them in the analysis of the data: • Participants were required to assume that signals do contain phase contributions due to spin wandering (although they do not). They were to assume that this wandering would have the characteristics of a timevarying spin frequency derivative of maximum amplitude 10
Hz·s −1
with variation timescale 10 6 seconds.
The participants were requested to provide the following data products from their analysis, in order to perform like-forlike comparisons between pipelines:
• Detectability: for the 50 closed signals, identify each as a detection or non-detection. Signal detection is defined as candidates recovered at a confidence equivalent to a p-value = 10
accounting for multiple-trials over each 5-Hz band. The p-value is generically defined as the probability of obtaining a given detection statistic from data containing only the non-astrophysical background noise.
• Parameter estimation: If a signal is claimed as detected in a given 5-Hz frequency band, then the analysis pipeline must report on the measured signal parameters and associated uncertainties. Note that each individual pipeline has different abilities to measure signal parameters. In particular, no participating pipeline currently provided estimates of cos ι, ψ, or φ 0 .
• Upper limits: for those 5-Hz frequency bands where a signal is not detected, then the pipeline must report the 95% confidence level upper limit on the GW amplitude h 0 (also accounting for the multiple trials).
Additional, less-strict instructions were also suggested to participants and included the sensible use of costly computational resources. This was stated so as to be able to compare pipelines under the assumption of broadly similar computational costs. Limiting each pipeline to identical total computational resources is currently an unfeasible restriction to enforce.
A. Search Implementations
In this section, a description is given of the different choices made by each search pipeline specifically for this MDC. s long segments of data (without gaps) were analyzed. The data was taken from the interval that had the largest duty cycle in terms of uninterrupted SFT-size segments.
For an all-sky search, Polynomial Search uses 1200 s SFTs, in order to be sensitive to a wide range of binary orbital periods. Since the binary period of Sco X-1 is known, the SFT length can be increased to up to one fourth of its period. If beam patterns were constant in time, the sensitivity would scale with the square root of the SFT length. However, for longer SFTs, evolution of the beam patterns negatively affect sensitivity. 10 , respectively. Detection statistics were determined for each 0.5 Hz frequency bin based on the number of SFTs in which one or more templates exceed the correlation threshold. The threshold required to attain a 1% false alarm probability was determined from the analysis results in a 5 Hz reference band of the MDC data known not to contain a signal (720-725 Hz).
Radiometer
The Radiometer search used all data from H1, L1, and V1 that was coincident between pairs of detectors. This was ∼185 days for H1-L1, ∼244 days for H1-V1, and ∼185 days for L1-V1.
For each 0.25 Hz band the p-value was calculated under the assumption that the corresponding Y-estimate (see (5)) is Gaussian distributed, as expected from the central limit theorem for the many independent segments. This assumption has been shown to be robust in studies with realistic data [9, 11] . The single trial p-value is given by
from which the multi-trial p-value is computed via
where SNR =Ŷ tot /σ tot and N is number of independent trials which, for a 5 Hz band with 0.25 Hz bins, is 21 (due to choice of bin start frequency, the Radiometer search here searched slightly beyond the 5 Hz band which resulted in 21 rather than 20 trials). The Radiometer search results were converted to match the format presented in this paper. The conversion process is described in Appendix B.
Sideband
The Sideband search analyzed a 10-day stretch of MDC data (864000 sec) using all 3 interferometers and with an initial GPS time of 1245000000. This was not an optimally selected 10-day stretch of data (as was done in the [13] ), with the duty factors for the three interferometers being 70%, 58% and 80% for H1, L1 and V1 respectively. Since the noise floor is constant in time, optimality in this case is dependent upon the duty factors of the data combined with the diurnal time variation of the antenna patterns in relation to the Sco X-1 sky position. The "optimal" 10-day data-stretch has subsequently been identified as starting at GPS time 1246053142 and having duty factors 86%, 83% and 94%.
For Gaussian noise, each value of the C-statistic is drawn from a central χ 2 4M distribution, where M = 2ceil(2π f 0 a sin i) + 1 is the number of sidebands. For N independent trials, p-values are therefore calculated as
where F(C, 4M) is the cumulative distribution function of a χ 2 4M distribution evaluated at C. If one assumes each trial is statistically independent and defines a target false alarm probability, (17) [13] ). In practice, there is strong correlation between Cstatistic values due to the nature of the comb template. In addition there are small deviations from the expected statistical behavior of the C-statistic due to approximations and noise normalization procedures within the search algorithm. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations have been used to identify a correction to C * N that corresponds to the desired false alarm probability. The corrected threshold statistic is given by
where κ = 0.3 [13] . A detection is therefore claimed if the maximum recovered value of the statistic satisfies C > C κ .
TwoSpect
The TwoSpect pipeline analyzed all MDC data from each interferometer separately. For each interferometer, detection statistics and corresponding single-template p-values were computed for each template. A set of most significant p-value outliers in 5 Hz bands were produced for each interferometer, subject to a p-value threshold inferred from Monte-Carlo simulations in Gaussian noise (see a forthcoming methods paper [64] for details). These sets were compared in pairwise coincidence (H1-L1, H1-V1, or L1-V1), where coincidence required proximity within a few grid points in the parameter space. Surviving outliers were classified as a detection at the predefined 1% false alarm threshold.
In the case of detection, the highest p-value from a single interferometer in a given band was used to produce estimated signal parameters. Uncertainties in these parameters were determined from the open signals within the MDC. For the intrinsic signal frequency and modulation depth, we estimated the mean and standard deviation of parameter estimation error in the open signals. This error varied little for different injected signal strength h 0 , so function was or could be estimated to yield more precise uncertainty measurements other than the mean error. Since the parameter distribution for the closed signals was known to be the same as the open signals, we reported the mean error as our estimate of uncertainty. Since some higher-frequency bands appeared to have greater error, a seperate mean error was estimated for those bands. Further details to be reported in a forthcoming methods paper. Confidence intervals calculated more rigorously for the signal amplitude. Upper-limits on signal amplitude were determined from an estimate of the 95% confidence level of non-detected open MDC signals. The largest uncertainty in upper limits and signal amplitude estimation derives from the ambiguity between true h 0 signal and cos ι inclination. This ambiguity cannot be resolved with the present algorithm and depends partially on the assumed prior distribution of signal ampltitudes; the uncertainty was estimated by simulation. Complete details of the parameter estimation and upper-limit setting procedure are detailed in the methods paper [64] .
CrossCorr
The CrossCorr pipeline analyzed all MDC data from all three interferometers together, calculating cross-correlation contributions from each pair of SFTs for which the timestamps differed by less than a coherence time T max . In order to control computational costs, different values of T max were used for bands in different frequency ranges, and also for different parts of orbital parameter space within each frequency band, as detailed in Appendix D. Each 5 Hz frequency band was divided into 100 frequency slices and eight regions of orbital parameter space, described in more detail in Section D 1. The resulting 800 parameter space regions were then searched using a cubic lattice with a metric mismatch of 0.25 (as defined in [53] ), and the highest resulting statistic values combined into a "toplist" for the entire band. Local maxima over parameter space were in principle considered as candidate signals, although in practice each band contained high statistic values clustered around a single global maximum.
A "refinement" was performed around each such maximum, decreasing the grid spacing by a factor of 3 and limiting attention to a cube 13 grid spacings on a side. The resulting maximum statistic value was high enough to declare a confident signal detection for each of the 50 bands, but for some of the weaker detected signals, a followup was performed with an even finer parameter space resolution and a longer coherence time, which approximately doubled the statistic value.
Since the CrossCorr statistic is a sum of contributions from many SFT pairs, and is normalized to have unit variance and zero mean in the absence of a signal, the nominal significance of a detection can be estimated using the cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian distribution. A false alarm probability for the loudest statistic value in a 5 Hz band can be estimated by assuming that each of the templates in the original grid was an independent trial and multiplying the single-template p-value by the associated trials factor. The pvalues generated by this procedure are not reliable false alarm probabilities, however, since with typical trials factors of 10 or smaller, for which the Gaussian distribution is no longer a good approximation. Therefore, the nominal multi-template p-value corresponding to an actual false alarm probability of 1% was estimated by running the first stage of the pipeline on forty-nine 5 Hz bands containing no signal. Comparing this value to those associated with the detected closed signals showed the latter all to be detections. For more details, see Section D 2 of Appendix D.
For each detected signal, the best-fit values of f 0 , a sin i and T asc were determined by interpolation, fitting a multivariate quadratic to the 27 statistic values in a cube centered on the highest value in the final grid, and reporting the peak of this function. Parameter uncertainties were a combination of: residual errors from the interpolation procedure, statistical errors associated with the noise contribution to the detection statistic, and a systematic error associated with parameter offset associated with the unknown value of cos ι. Additionally, analysis of the open signals showed a small unexplained frequency-dependent bias in the a sin i estimates. To produce conservative errorbars, the size of the empirical correction for this bias was added in quadrature with the other errors. The procedure is described in further detail in Appendix D and [67] .
VI. RESULTS
Participants in the MDC were asked to submit their results on the 50 closed signals no later than 30 April 2014 in the form described in Table IV . Four pipelines (Polynomial, Radiometer, Sideband and TwoSpect) completed their analysis of the closed signals on or near the original deadline of the MDC, at which point the previously secret parameters were made available. Some of the final post-processing analyses took place after the initial submissions in order to provide the full final submission. A fifth analysis method, the CrossCorr pipeline, was not in place soon enough to participate in the original challenge, but carried out a subsequent opportunistic analysis. This "self-blinded" analysis was conducted and a submission table prepared without looking at the parameters of the closed signals. Table V summarizes these submission dates.
From the submission tables of each pipeline, we have generated a number of comparison figures and tables. The description of results are divided into the topics of detection, upper-limits and parameter estimation.
A. Detection
An overview of the detectability of the MDC signals is shown in Figure 2 . The list of specific signals detected by each pipeline are given in Appendix A. Three different figures of merit are plotted: the detection success as a function of h 0 , as a function of optimal SNR, and as a function of reported log 10 (p). Of the original four pipelines that ran in the MDC (see Table V ), TwoSpect was able to detect the most signals and detect signals of lower intrinsic strain and SNR than the other three pipelines. The CrossCorr pipeline, which ran an opportunistic, "self-blinded" analysis in the months following the original MDC, was able to detect all 50 signals.
Specifically, the CrossCorr, TwoSpect, Radiometer, Sideband, and Polynomial pipelines detect 50, 34, 28, 16, and 5 respectively with ratios of 1, 1.83, 3.27, 5.21, and 11.2 between the weakest detected h 0 values from each pipeline and the weakest signal present. Equivalent ratios in detectable optimal SNR are 1, 2.0, 2.2, 4.1, and 7.0. We also plot the estimated value of the log 10 (p), the (base 10) logarithm of the p-value as defined in Section V, for all signals (detected and non-detected) in the third panel of Figure 2 .
Among the four original pipelines, we note that all detected signals from the Polynomial pipeline are a subset of those detected by the Sideband pipeline which in turn are a subset of those detected by the Radiometer pipeline which, with the exception of pulsar 52, are a subset of those detected by TwoSpect.(TwoSpect saw an above-threshold statistic in the pulsar 52 band for V1, but not in coincidence with H1 or L1, so no detection was declared). While the CrossCorr pipeline was the most successful, detecting all 50 closed signals, it is also the least mature. In particular CrossCorr has not yet been used for an astrophysical analysis of GW detector data as TwoSpect, Sideband and Radiometer have, and its behavior in the face of non-Gaussianity and other instrumental noise features has not been probed by this idealized MDC.
Due to the relatively low number of simulated signals in the MDC we are aware that we do not deeply probe the interesting boundaries in sensitivity between pipelines. In particular, the closed signal detections give no indication of the lower limit of detectability for the CrossCorr pipeline. Some insight can be taken from the open signal data, in which CrossCorr was able to find 49 and pulsar 64 with an optimal SNR of 71. Further comparison between pipelines is shown in Figure 3 where detection efficiency versus the GW strain h 0 , and the optimal SNR respectively are plotted. Detection efficiency is defined as the fraction of signals claimed as detected at the chosen confidence (p < 10 . The efficiency curves and their uncertainties are obtained by marginalizing over the parameters of a basic sigmoid function using the posterior distribution generated from the 50 detection/non-detection results from the closed signal bands. (Note that although the CrossCorr pipeline detected all 50 signals, the Jeffreys prior used for the sigmoid parameters prevents the posterior from implying 100% efficiency at all signal strengths, as it would with a maximum likelihood method. The inferred sigmoid parameters for CrossCorr are still somewhat arbitrary and dependent on this choice of prior, however.) At 50% detection efficiency, the scaling in h 0 sensitivity relative to the weakest signal in the closed data set is ≈0.40, 3.4, 4.6, 7.9, and 13 for CrossCorr, TwoSpect, radiometer, sideband and polynomial, respectively. In terms of SNR at 50% efficiency, these numbers are ≈0.44, 2.2, 2.8, 4.4, and 7.0.
B. Parameter Estimation
The parameter estimation abilities of each pipeline are varied and range from the minimum state of inference: only estimating the signal frequency, up to the maximum state: estimation of frequency, orbital semi-major axis and time of ascension, and the strain amplitude. None of the pipelines performed additional parameter inference on cos ι, ψ or φ 0 . None treated the orbital period as a search parameter and hence they do not refine this estimate beyond the initial known prior distribution. There was only very limited candidate followup analyses to potentially enhance parameter estimation via, e.g., analysis of additional data, or deeper analysis over localized parameter space regions around candidates. (Cross- using the posterior distribution generated from the 50 detection/non-detection results from the closed signal bands. The posterior was constructed using a Jeffreys prior on α and β so that the inferred efficiencies are all less than unity, even for the CrossCorr pipeline (whose results were obtained in self-blinded mode several months after the others and half a year beyond the nominal end date of the MDC, as detailed in Table V) , which detected all 50 closed signals. However, the exact turnover point of the CrossCorr efficiency curve is more uncertain and less robust against changes of the fitting procedure than the others.
Corr employed a limited narrow-parameter-band analysis with a longer coherence time on three of the quietest detections. This method was developed to confirm marginal detections and was used for that purpose on one of the open signals.
While it was not necessary for the closed-signal detections, it did provide more accurate parameter estimates as well as more confident detections, and could in principle have been used more widely.) The details of the estimated parameter values from all pipelines can be found in Appendix A. Figure 4 shows the fractional error in the estimates of h 0 , along with the quoted errorbars, for the detected signals and the upper-limits set for those signals not detected. Note that the TwoSpect pipeline sets a fixed upper-limit value for each non-detected signal at the level of 4.23 × 10
−25
, and the Polynomial pipeline does not produce estimates or upper-limits for h 0 . (The CrossCorr pipeline detected all 50 signals and therefore had no upper limits to report.) It is clear that for nondetections, there is very little spread between pipelines in the resulting upper-limits. Typically, these values vary between pipelines by of order of tens of percent with TwoSpect and the Radiometer searches consistently setting the most stringent upper-limits. As can be seen from the second panel in Figure 4 , in all cases for detected signals, the estimated h 0 values are consistent with the true values given each pipeline's reported uncertainties. Additionally, the h 0 uncertainties are comparable for all pipelines. This is because these searches are all sensitive not to h 0 but to a combination of h 0 and cos ι known as h 
This is equal to h The first panel of Figure 5 gives the difference between the true and estimated intrinsic GW frequency. Note that for search frequencies below ∼1 kHz, the Radiometer search returns a fixed estimate for frequency uncertainty of ±0.125 Hz based on the size of the frequency bins used in the Radiometer analysis. Beyond this frequency, where the signal is likely to span two frequency bins, the uncertainty is increased to ±0.25 Hz. These uncertainties are conservative. In all but 1 case, the Radiometer analysis correctly identifies the signal frequency bin. For pulsar 65, two adjacent bins yielded pvalues below the detection threshold and the lower of the two was selected as the candidate signal. The true signal location, however, was within the rejected bin. The TwoSpect search has the best frequency accuracy of the original four pipelines of the MDC, and in the majority of cases is consistent with the true values to within their quoted error bars. There is one notable outlier, however, for a low-SNR detection. The Sideband search's claimed uncertainties are conservative and appear to have overestimated uncertainties since all 18 detected signals lie within the 1-σ error bars. The Polynomial search frequency estimates are consistent within its estimated uncertainties with the true values for all 7 of its corresponding detected signals. The CrossCorr search produces considerably smaller error bars than all of the original 4 MDC pipelines, and the errors in its frequency estimates are consistent with those uncertainties. CrossCorr's parameter space precision is due in part to its method of finding the best fit parameters by interpolation rather than reporting the grid point with the highest statistic value. The final two panels of Figure 5 represent the orbital parameter estimation ability of the TwoSpect and CrossCorr pipelines. These two searches reported the projected orbital semi-major axis, while CrossCorr was the only pipeline to estimate the time of ascension T asc . The interpolation performed by CrossCorr allows it to obtain parameter estimates with smaller error bars, with a resolution finer than its final grid spacing. For TwoSpect, of the majority of signals that are detected, the a sin i estimate is consistent with the true values and uncertainties are O(0.02) s (representing a ≈1.5% error). This indicates a potential improvement over the known prior observational uncertainty by a factor of ∼10. There are however, 2 notable outliers in which a sin i is significantly underestimated. This occurs when a strong signal in one detector matches a weak signal in another; reading parameters off the highest p-value template does not always yield an accurate estimate in this marginal case. Further refinement of coincident parameter estimation, or parameter estimation in a future coherent mode, may correct this problem.
In Figure 6 , distributions of parameter estimation offsets from the true values and rescaled by the estimated measurement uncertainty are shown. It is expected to observe distribu- tions that are proportional to zero mean, unit variance, Gaussian distributions. For the estimates of the signal strain amplitude h 0 for which we have results from four algorithms, the distributions are generally consistent with the expected Gaussian. This is also the behavior for the estimates of a sin i from the TwoSpect algorithm, although it should be noted that 2 outliers (visible in the middle panel of Figure 5 ) have been omitted from this plot. The a sin i errorbars reported by CrossCorr appear to be somewhat larger than the typical actual offsets, which is to be expected from the inclusion of the bias correction as a conservatively-estimated source of error. For the intrinsic GW frequency estimation, deviations are observed from the expected behavior for the Sideband, Polynomial, and Radiometer approaches whereas the TwoSpect and CrossCorr algorithms are broadly consistent with expectations. In all cases, matching the expectations means that one can infer that the 1-σ uncertainty estimates are valid. For the Polynomial, Sideband, and Radiometer frequency results, there is an apparent bias towards overestimation of the 1-σ errors (this is expected in the case of the Radiometer). It should be noted that in the Polynomial case, there are only seven detected signals from which the distribution can be constructed and hence these results are subject to large statistical uncertainties.
For the Sideband frequency estimates, a narrow distribution is obtained implying that the algorithm produces overly conservative uncertainties. This is expected due to the difficulty of converting the intrinsically multi-modal Sideband detection statistic into an equivalent single-mode uncertainty. In the limit of high SNR, the maximum Sideband detection statistic is expected to belong to the frequency bin coincident with the true intrinsic GW frequency. This frequency bin has a relatively narrow width in comparison to other algorithms and is given by ≈ 1/T where T is the length of the observation (so in this case ∼ 10
Hz). For lower SNR (still detectable signals), the maximum could originate from Sideband statistics from integer multiples of ±1/P Hz away from the true value. The total segmented space will contain O(10 In Figure 7 , the distribution of h 0 upper-limit offsets relative to the true h 0 value are shown. The expected form of such a distribution is an unknown function of the original SNR distribution of the MDC signals and the search algorithm in question. An expected property of this distribution, however, is that, given a 95% confidence on the upper-limit value, 5% of the quoted values should be greater than the true h 0 value. Given that each of the 3 algorithms that reported h 0 upperlimits only did so on a limited number of undetected signals it is expected that O(1) of the upper limits would lie below the true strain value, which is consistent with observations.
C. Computational cost of the MDC analysis
In one sense it would be desirable to compare each algorithm at fixed computational cost, therefore separating the efficacy of the algorithm from the computing power used. The implicit restriction on computational expense applied to the MDC analysis was limited by the availability of computational resources (equally available to all participants) and the length of the challenge itself.
The current implementations of both the Radiometer and the Sideband searches are not computationally limited. For the Radiometer search this means that choices made in the algorithm design result in the ability to analyze all MDC data over the entire parameter space on a single machine in O(hours). This constitutes a tiny fraction of the available computational power. The post-processing of the results is equally cheap due to the relative insensitivity of the Radiometer in parameter estimation. For this particular MDC much effort through additional, relatively cheap but time consuming injection studies (restricted to the Radiometer analysis) was required to calibrate the Radiometer, designed for stochastic signals, for continuous waves. Future Radiometer implementations will benefit from source-specific tunings which will likely increase the computational cost but will maintain the algorithm status as not computationally limited.
The Sideband search is also not computationally limited. However, this is due to its high sensitivity to spin-wandering and hence there is a self-imposed limit of 10 days observation. The two main search stages can then be run in a O(10) hours using ∼100 machines (within a cluster). Post-processing of the results for parameter estimation adds an additional comparable cost. Whilst this is considerably more costly than the Radiometer algorithm, it similarly costs far less than the available computational power.
The Polynomial search is highly computationally limited, primarily due to its design as an all-sky search; the number of templates cannot be reduced substantially using the known parameters available for Sco X-1. Furthermore, the SFT length was increased compared to the all-sky search strategy, which increases sensitivity at the cost of further increasing computation cost. The relative immaturity as an established algorithm may have contributed further to the time required. For this MDC, only 56 days of simulated data from just one of the three available interferometers was analyzed (H1). This allows all potential MDC signals to be analyzed, but at a reduced sensitivity compared to analysis of the full data set. With this, restriction, the computational cost was limited to approximately 10 for higher frequency bands, above 360 Hz, and 840 s for lower frequency bands. These SFTs kept most of the modulated signal frequency contained within one bin per SFT. Ideally, SFTs are as long as possible, just short of where spectral leakage would occur; we chose to restrict ourselves to two sets of SFTs since the cost of generating more would be high for relatively low gains in sensitivity.
As described in Section IV C, the computational cost for CrossCorr grows with search frequency, but can be tuned by reducing the coherence time T max . To maintain approximately the same computing cost for each signal band, a range of T max values were used, as listed in Table XII . The total computing cost for the fifty closed signal bands in this setup was approximately 20,000 CPU-days.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have considered five search pipelines presently available to the GW community that are capable of searching for the continuous GW emission from Sco X-1. A general overview of each pipeline has been presented with regards to sensitivity, computational efficiency, parameter space dependencies, and parameter estimation capabilities. To compare these methods, an MDC was performed that included 50 unknown simulated signals consistent with the known Sco X-1 parameter space. Each algorithm has presented its results of the 50 signals in terms of detection status and signal parameter estimation in the event of a detected signal exceeding a predefined false-alarm threshold. These results were then used to compare the algorithms and to elucidate unforeseen strengths and weaknesses in each approach. We expect each team will employ improvements to the pipelines in future versions.
Perhaps the most critical figure of merit for each pipeline is the detection efficiency. Among the four original pipelines that ran in the MDC, the clear leader in this category was the TwoSpect algorithm, which detected 34 of the 50 closed signals. The next most sensitive algorithm was the Radiometer search with 28 detections, followed by the Sideband search with 16, and finally the Polynomial approach with 7. The CrossCorr pipeline, which completed its preliminary, selfblinded analysis seven months after the original MDC deadline, as detailed in Table V detected all 50 closed signals. The definition for detection in the MDC is less stringent than typically used in continuous GW searches, and, in the presence of non-Gaussian noise (as is usually the case with real GW detectors), a higher threshold would be used. Since the focus of the MDC was on algorithm comparison, this choice acted as a discriminator between pipelines but should not necessarily be used as a true indicator of detectable signal strengths in real data. Whilst it is difficult in general to rank the algorithms with respect to some measure of sensitivity at fixed computational cost, it is very clear that the Radiometer algorithm does the best with limited computational power. It uses less computational power than the Sideband search and yet claims detection on more signals. In comparison to the TwoSpect and CrossCorr algorithms, which consumed the most computational resources, the Radiometer search detected 82% of the TwoSpect signals and 56% of the CrossCorr signals using < 1% of the computational power of either search.
The weakest signal in this relatively small MDC sample had strain h 0 ≈ 6.8 × 10 at 300 Hz which is slightly greater than the torque-balance limit for Sco X-1 at a GW signal frequency of 50 Hz and almost an order of magnitude higher than the corresponding limit at a GW signal frequency of 1500 Hz. From this perspective it is clear that improvements must be made to these algorithms in order to make detection a possibility and to start to set astrophysically interesting constraints on GW emission from Sco X-1. This is also true of the CrossCorr pipeline, which detected all of the closed signals, but missed one open signal with h 0 = 3.8 × 10 −26 , indicating that its detectability threshold was likely slightly above the torque balance level as well, at least for the coherence times considered in this analysis.
The Sideband search suffers the most from the potential effects of spin-wandering in the Sco X-1 system. This issue has not been considered in this analysis other than to acknowledge its possible effects and to assume, rather than model, its presence. Multiple 10-day data segments can, in principle, be added semi-coherently to improve the sensitivity of the Sideband search [13] . Other algorithms will most likely, at some point in their development, have to account for this feature. To do so, we must be able to accurately quantify its realistic behavior and to model it in our simulations. The point at which an algorithm attains a frequency resolution at the level at which spin-wandering is expected to vary is the point at which new data analysis techniques are required. For the Radiometer and Polynomial searches this is unlikely to ever be the case which makes them attractive in their robustness. For CrossCorr, the level of spin wandering described in the MDC is likely to limit the coherence time T max to about 12 hours [53] , which could pose limitations on future searches with even longer coherence times. For TwoSpect the effect requires further study and for the Sideband search, the 10 day observation limit is already a constraint imposed by spin-wandering.
In a realistic search, outliers would typically be further analyzed using different follow-up methods. This can be as simple as analyzing the same set of data using other analysis pipelines to verify the presence of a putative signal, or the follow-up can involve multiple, hierarchical steps to refine and improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a candidate signal.
All of the algorithms presented here have planned improvements for the advanced detector era. It is currently unclear how much the detection sensitivity could improve from each of the analyses. Investigations into the following specific enhancements are already underway.
• TwoSpect: coherently combining SFTs from H1, L1, and V1 prior to the second Fourier transform step should enable improvements in the detectable h 0 . Indeed, initial tests indicate an additional 7 could be detected of the 16 closed signals that were originally missed by TwoSpect. A coherent analysis of the second Fourier transform should also yield non-negligible improvement in detection efficiency as well. It is also possible that a finer grid spacing and/or interpolation could be used to improve the uncertainties in parameter estimates, although the improvement in f 0 and a sin i estimation may be limited by noise fluctuations.
• Radiometer: applying a variable-size frequency window rather than fixed 0.25 Hz bins will improve sensitivity. The width of the window will scale proportionally with frequency and be tuned to the expected modulation depth of the Sco X-1 signal. It will also be overlapped to reduce the chance of mismatch with a possible signal.
• Sideband: Combining the results from multiple short observations (rather than relying on a single short observation) will improve sensitivity. There is also the possibility to perform partial orbital phase demodulation in the coherent F -statistic stage of the analysis. This would take advantage of prior orbital phase knowledge which is currently ignored by all algorithms taking part in this MDC.
• Polynomial: With improved algorithm and implementation efficiency, as well as the use of graphical processor units (GPU) it will be possible to analyze a larger subset of the data, therefore improving sensitivity. For parameter estimation a secondary search can be launched with smaller template grid spacing to refine the frequency of signal candidates. It may also be possible to use multiple detectors to triangulate a signal and estimate the sky location. This would also enable an estimate of the h 0 of the GW. Work to extend templates to span multiple coherent intervals is also planned.
• CrossCorr: since the search is computationally limited, the primary planned approach to improve the sensitivity is to increase the speed of the code. Any such increase in speed would allow longer coherence times, and therefore improved sensitivity, at the same computing power. Possible avenues range from reorganization of the computation of weightings related to spectral leakage, to leveraging vectorized hardware instructions such as AVX or SSE (currently employed by the TwoSpect pipeline), to a more fundamental reorganization of the calculation to be performed in the time domain with the "resampling" method defined in [49, 68] .
Enhancements not related to speed may include filtering with multiple templates to make the search sensitive to other combinations of the amplitude parameters besides h eff 0 .
In addition to the algorithms that took part in this MDC, the stacked F -statistic approach discussed in Section III F has great potential to exceed the performance of the five main algorithms presented in this paper. Recent sensitivity estimates published for a hypothetical search with days-long coherence time [28] are especially encouraging. It should be stressed that this search in development should be compared to the future sensitivities of the existing algorithms. Likewise, the CrossCorr algorithm, which produced the best results on the MDC data included in this paper, had the advantage of running later, so some care should be taken when comparing its results to the four methods run during the MDC timeframe, which have been undergoing enhancements since then. Also, the CrossCorr pipeline is still relatively immature, and its performance on actual interferometer data is yet to be tested.
The work presented here has been a valuable first step towards validating our algorithms, understanding their uncertainties, quantifying our detection criteria (albeit in Gaussian noise), and gauging our best sensitivity to Sco X-1. We intend to build on this work, and at the time of writing this manuscript, are deciding on the format and features of the next MDC. Among other improvements, the three main advancements we plan to make are the addition of spin-wandering to our simulated signals, the inclusion of non-Gaussian noise (most likely, rescaled real 1st generation detector noise), and the use of signal amplitudes at, or below, the torque balance limit. This will constitute a far greater challenge to the participants, but will allow us to transition from primarily comparing our pipelines to being able to make predictions about astrophysically realistic scenarios in the advanced detector era.
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Radiometer results were reported. In order to accurately compare the different search algorithms, the Radiometer search has converted its results to be in the format used in this paper. The changes applied are for converting from strain power to strain amplitude, for generalizing the assumption of a circularly polarized signal with spin axis is aligned with the line of sight to a random polarization, and for applying a factor to account for signals spanning multiple frequency bins.
Converting strain power to strain amplitude
The radiometer algorithm is normalized such that its Ystatistic equals the strain power. Under the assumption of circular polarization, conversion fromŶ tot to the strain amplitude h 0 is straightforward:
where d f is the width of the frequency bin.
Converting from circular to random polarization
In its current form, the Radiometer search assumes a circularly polarized signal. If a signal is exactly circularly polarized, the estimate of h 0 should be unbiased. However, the closer a signal is to being linearly polarized, the greater the underestimate of h 0 . This is the same as the TwoSpect algorithm and the same method for characterizing the effect as described in Appendix C 3 is used here, resulting in an average circular polarization correction factor of C cp = 1.74 ± 0.37 on h 0 .
Signals spanning multiple frequency bins
The current implementation of the Radiometer search is not tuned to Sco X-1. One aspect of this is that the search uses 0.25 Hz bins rather than bin size based on twice the modulation depth of (2π f 0 a sin i)/P and on the Earth's annual motion around the Sun. Another aspect is that frequency bins are non-overlapping even though Sco X-1's frequency f 0 is unknown. Both of these situations lead to the fact that signals can span more than one frequency bin. Below 538 Hz, signals can span two bins if the signal frequency is sufficiently close to the boundary between frequency bins. Signals span 2-3 frequency bins above 538 Hz and 3-4 bins above 1076 Hz depending on where the signal frequency is relative to the frequency bin borders. When signals span more than one bin, the signal SNR is lessened in each individual bin. This causes the Radiometer, statistically speaking, to underestimate h 0 and to potentially miss borderline detections.
To account for the h 0 underestimate, we statistically calculate a frequency-dependent correction factor. We start by determining the correction factor for a single frequency bin at a particular frequency ('the trial correction factor') by simulating 10 The simulated signal intrinsic frequency f 0 compared with the estimates provided by all search pipelines for their respective detected signals.
the bin. For each trial, we assume that the signal is uniform over the frequency span and that the center value of the bin frequency for the calculation of ∆ f obs (at most a 1% error).
At or below 538 Hz, ∆ f obs ≤ d f and there are three separate regimes that need to be considered: 1) when the trial injected signal is divided between the chosen frequency bin and the adjacent bin lower in frequency (while still having a maximum SNR in the chosen bin), 2) when the signal falls completely The simulated signal time of passage of the ascending node compared to the estimate from the CrossCorr pipeline, which was the only search to estimate this parameter.
within the chosen bin, and 3) when the signal is divided between the chosen frequency bin and the adjacent bin higher in frequency (while still having a maximum SNR in the chosen bin). If the injected signal falls exactly on the border between bins, the recoveredŶ tot will be half the value expected from the injection. If the injected signal is completely within the chosen bin, the recoveredŶ tot will be the same as expected from the injected value. In case 1), the trial correction factor onŶ tot (for a single frequency bin) is given by
where f inj is the central frequency of the injection, ∆ f is the frequency width of the injection, and d f low is the low frequency border of the chosen bin. In case 2), C mfb trial = 1 since no correction is necessary. In case 3),
where d f high is the high frequency border of the chosen bin. The trial correction factor as a function of frequency for the 40, 290, and 538 Hz frequency bins are shown in Figure 8 . Above 538 Hz and at or below 1076 Hz, d f < ∆ f obs ≤ 2 * d f and there are again three regimes to be considered: 1) when the trial injected signal is divided between the chosen frequency bin and the adjacent bin lower in frequency (while still having a maximum SNR in the chosen bin), 2) when the signal completely fills the chosen bin, and 3) when the signal is divided between the chosen frequency bin and the adjacent bin higher in frequency (while still having a maximum SNR in the chosen bin). Similar to at lower frequencies, if the injected signal falls exactly on the bin border, the recoveredŶ tot will be half the value expected from the injection and thus requires a correction factor of two. If the signal completely fills the chosen bin, the recoveredŶ tot will be the fraction of the injected signal it spans. Above 538 Hz and below 1076 Hz, Eq.'s B2 and B3 still apply to cases 1) and 3) respectively. However case 2) becomes
The trial correction factor as a function of frequency for the 1000 and 1076 Hz frequency bins are shown in Figure 8 . Above 1076 Hz, ∆ f obs > 2 * d f . Here, the trial injected signal only has a maximum SNR in the chosen bin when the signal completely fills the bin. The correction factor is then always Eq. B4. The trail correction factor as a function of frequency for the 1290 and 1500 Hz bins are shown in Figure 8 .
In the above discussion, the trial correction factor is exactly determined for a large number of frequencies within an individual frequency bin. In order to determine a single corrected value ofŶ tot for each frequency bin, we calculatê
whereŶ tot meas is the (uncorrected) measured value ofŶ tot for a particular frequency bin and C mbf is the expectation value of (black, solid), 290 (blue, dashed), 538 (red, dot-dashed), 1000 (magenta, solid), 1076 (cyan, dashed), 1290 (black, dot-dashed), and 1500 Hz (blue, solid). Below 538 Hz note that at the bin boundary, where only half of the SNR is in this bin, the correction factor is two. The correction factor is one when the signal is completely within the bin. ∆ f is larger for 290 Hz than for 40 Hz, thus the frequencies at which the injection is completely within the chosen bin (and thus has a correction factor of one) are fewer. Above 538 Hz, it is not possible to have the entire injection within a single frequency bin d f . At most, d f /∆ f of the injection can be within a single bin, resulting in a correction factor that is always greater than one. Above 1076 Hz,Ŷ tot is always d f /∆ f of the injection.
C mfb trial , the set of correction factors from the simulated trials. Figure 9 shows the correction factor and associated 1σ uncertainty for each frequency bin over a large range of frequency bins.
The combined correction factor
The measuredŶ tot , when accounting for the circular polarization assumption and for a signal spanning multiple frequency bins, is converted to h 0 by
and uncertainties on this value are determined by standard propagation of error techniques for uncorrelated variables as well as the Goodman expression for exact variance [69] . Bayesian upper limits are calculated for the MDC's 5 Hz injection search bands in which the Radiometer made no detection, using the frequency bin within the search band with the largest measured h 0 (after application of correction factors).
FIG. 9:
Frequency bin correction factor necessary to account for signals spanning multiple bins in the Radiometer search. The solid blue line denotes the correction factor and the dashed cyan lines denote its 1σ uncertainty. At low frequencies, it is statistically infrequent for a signal to span multiple frequency bins, resulting in a correction factor close to one. At high frequencies, signals always span at least two frequency bins which is reflected by the larger correction factor. The increasing uncertainty with increasing frequency below 538 Hz reflects that increasing ∆ f results in fewer occurrences of a simulation falling completely within a frequency bin which results in a broadened distribution of the simulated trials. The decreasing uncertainty with increasing frequency above 538 Hz is affected by two factors. One is that increasing ∆ f increases the occurrences among the simulated trials of completely spanning the frequency bin. The other factor is that the range of correction factors for a particular frequency bin lessens with increasing frequency (and hence increasing ∆ f ).
The conversion factors were verified with the open signals. Without correction factors applied, the average ratio of detected and measured to injected h 0 is 0.48 and none of the 29 detected and measured h 0 agree with the injected h 0 to within one standard deviation. After applying the conversion factors, the average ratio of detected and measured to injected h 0 is 1.00. Independent of frequency, the uncertainties were found to be too small with only 12 of the 29 detections agreeing to within one standard deviation with the injection. Work is in progress to identify the source of this discrepancy, but currently the open signals have been used to establish a factor by which to increase the error bars. Choosing a factor of √ 3 causes 21 of the 29 detections to agree with the injection to within one standard deviation (and all to agree within two standard deviations). The ratio of the measured and corrected to injected h 0 is shown in Figure 10 . When the measured and the injected h 0 agree to within one standard deviation, the error bars for the data (red) should intersect the blue line which has a value of one.
band, we mark detected, else not detected. Note that the coincidence requirement achieves the desired false alarm probability, but it means that calculating an accurate joint p-value for the detection would be require additional studies with computing cost beyond the scope of the MDC.
Parameter Estimation
Open signals allowed the calibration of parameter estimation methods. Signal parameters were estimated with a standard deviation according to the error in open signals, using the extremal p-value for a coincident signal to read the estimated parameters. In addition to the uncertainty inherent in this procedure, there is also a systematic uncertainty due to cos ι, because the pipeline is instead sensitive to the circularlypolarized-equivalent, h eff 0 , defined in (19) This systematic error is also included in the uncertainties for h 0 .
Upper limits and detection efficiency estimates were made using open pulsar data.
Ambiguity between h 0 and cos ι
The cosine of the inclination angle of the pulsar, cos ι, casts an ambiguity over the determination of h 0 . For TwoSpect, which assumes circular polarization, the approximate true value of h 0 will indeed be as reported if | cos ι| = 1, but will be greater for smaller | cos ι| is less (i.e., the GW is elliptically polarized). In the case of linear polarization, h 0 will be about , demonstrated that the average factor is 1.74 with 1σ-uncertainty of ±0.37.
We validated the fraction of open analyses that estimated h 0 , f and a sin i within their 1-σ error bars:
• h 0 : 77.4%
• f : 74.2%
• asini: 67.7%
• Period: 100% with only 68023.8259 s tried Because these percentages are larger than fraction expected in 1-σ, the parameter estimation uncertainties for the open data set were conservative.
Appendix D: CrossCorr technical details
Complete details of the CrossCorr analysis as implemented for the MDC will appear in [67] . This appendix briefly describes the most important aspects. As described in Sec. D 1, the cross-correlation search used a different duration T sft for the Fourier transforms of the data as a function of frequency. It also used two different values of maximum allowed time offset T max between correlated SFTs for the two regions of parameter space shown in Fig. 11 . These choices were made to balance computing cost and sensitivity. regions", which are more likely to contain the signal parameters, use a longer coherence length T max .
Choice of T max parameter
The primary determining factor in both the sensitivity and computational cost of the CrossCorr search is the coherence time T max . This is the maximum time offset allowed between pairs of SFTs to be included in the CrossCorr statistic. Use of a single T max value for the entire MDC would not have been ideal for two reasons:
• The density of templates in each of the orbital parameter space directions (a sin i and T asc ) grows with frequency. Additionally, since the method treats the Doppler-shifted frequency as constant over an SFT, the SFT length needs to be decreased with frequency in order to avoid loss of SNR due to unmodelled Doppler acceleration. These two effects mean a search with the same T max will be more computationally expensive at higher frequencies.
• If the prior uncertainties on orbital parameters are assumed to be Gaussian distributed (as they were for the MDC), the "inner" regions of parameter space (close to the most likely values) are more likely to contain the signal parameters than the "outer" regions.
Since it is impractical to have the coherence time T max (and the SFT duration T sft ) vary continuously with frequency, the CrossCorr search was implemented with a single setup for all of the frequency bands lying in a particular "octave", as described in Table XII . The setups were chosen to have roughly constant computing cost (estimated as proportional to the number of parameter space templates times the number of SFT pairs) for each 5 Hz band. To determine the ideal coherence time T sft within this constraint, the orbital parameter space was divided into "inner" and "outer" regions, as shown in Figure 11 . The "inner" regions, with both a sin i and T asc within 1.5 standard deviations (1.5σ) of their a priori most likely values, had, according to the assumed Gaussian prior distribution, a 75.1% probability of containing any given signal. The outer regions, where both parameters were within 3σ of their most likely value, but at least one was more than 1.5σ away, constituted three times the area in parameter space, but only had a 24.4% chance of containing the signal. Different combinations of T max,inner and T max,outer which fit within the computing budget were considered, and the ones which provided the greatest overall likelihood of producing a detection (considering the probability of the signal lying in each region and the conditional probability of observing a high enough statistic value with the chosen T max , if the signal was in that region) were chosen. These are summarized in Table XII .
Detection confidence
A naïve estimate of significance for the CrossCorr search, which constructs a statistic which in the absence of a signal has zero mean and unit variance, is to assume the distribution to be Gaussian. The single-template false-alarm probability corresponding to a value ρ for the statistic defined in (11) is then
where the asymptotic form of the complementary error function should be used to avoid underflow when ρ > 20. To estimate a combined p-value of a search using N templates, these were assumed to be N independent trials and constructs the per-band false alarm probability corresponding to the maximum ρ over the band:
where the first approximation is valid when N is large and p 1 is small, and the second is valid when N p 1 is also small. The nominal detection threshold would be p N < 10 −2
, however with N ∼ 10 8 templates per band, the Gaussian approximation (D1) will be invalid at the required small values of p 1 10 −10 . Since the methods described in [53] for estimating the false-alarm probability more accurately were not implemented at the time of the analysis, the naïve value p N was calculated. Although the resulting values do not represent a realistic quantification of the false-alarm probability (and are therefore not shown in Figure2), they can be compared to the results of 49 searches over signal-free bands similar to the closed signal bands of the MDC. The lowest naïve p-value from those searches, which wa s p N = 7.5 × 10 , provides an empirical estimate of an actual p-value of 1.02%. In comparison, the highest naïve p-value for any closed signal was p N = 3.4 × 10 −129
, so it is possible to comfortably declare all of them to be confident detections, even without reliable p-values.
Parameter estimation and errorbars
The CrossCorr search is performed over a grid of templates in f , a sin i and T asc , whose spacing is determined by the metric given in [53] . The spacing in each direction scales (in cases where T max is small compared to the orbital period, as it was for the MDC analysis) as √ m/T max , where m is the chosen mismatch and T max is the maximum time separation allowed between pairs of SFTs to be included in the cross-correlation. Additionally, the spacing in a sin i and T asc each scale as 1/ f 0 and the spacing in T asc scales as 1/(a sin i). The initial grid spacing was chosen to produce a mismatch of around 0.25. A refined grid of 13 × 13 × 13 points, with one-third the original spacing, was then generated around the loudest candidate signal in the band. For some quieter signals there was a further followup with a larger value of T max to produce an even finer 13 × 13 × 13 grid centered on the loudest candidate in the refined grid. For parameter estimation purposes, an interpolation procedure was used, where the statistic values in a 3 × 3 × 3 subgrid of the final fine grid, centered on the loudest value, were fit to a multivariate quadratic. The peak of this quadratic function was chosen as the best estimate of the parameters, allowing them to be estimated more accurately than the spacing of the final grid. The errorbars quoted for the CrossCorr results are a quadrature combination of three effects: the usual statistical uncertainty associated with the unknown noise realization (which scales inversely with the observed ρ value), an interpolation error estimated using the residuals of the quadratic fit, and a systematic uncertainty associated with the unknown value of cos ι. Parameter estimates were produced using this method for the open signals and compared to the actual parameter values. The actual offsets between estimated and true parameters were mostly consistent with the estimated uncertainties, aside from two observed effects described in the following sections. Analysis of this effects led to an empirically-determined modifications to the procedure, and this modified procedure was used to obtain the parameter estimates and errorbars for the closed data.
a. Empirical adjustment of a sin i values
Analysis of the open signals indicated that the a sin i estimates were systematically lower than the true values, with the qualitative feature that the underestimates were larger at lower frequencies. The explanation for this is unknown, but the dependence was assumed on dimensional grounds to be inversely proportional to frequency. The proportionally constant was estimated from the open signals, and the adjustment was made to replace the old estimate with (a sin i) est,new = (a sin i) est,old + 0.028 f 0 (D3)
In order to produce conservative estimates of our parameter uncertainties, this offset amount 0.028/ f 0 was combined in quadrature with the other three contributions to the errorbars reported for a sin i.
b. Empirical adjustment of statistical errorbars for loud signals
A second discrepancy seen in the recovered parameters of the open signals was that some of the loudest recovered signals (ρ 300) had recovered parameters (especially T asc ) which were significantly larger than the calculated erorrbars would suggest. A conjectured explanation is that the expressions used for generating the statistical errorbars neglected higher order terms in the signal amplitude h 0 . Scaling arguments indicate that the relative size of such terms should be ∼ ρ/ N pairs . The statistical errorbars for all parameters were thus increased by a factor of 1 + 150 ρ √ N pairs , where the coefficient 150 was empirically determined to make the T asc errorbars calculated from the open data consistent with the actual parameter offsets.
